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SYNOPSIS
The industry at large is extremely proficient at diagnosing transformer condition within
mineral oil filled power transformers via dissolved gas anaylsis (DGA). There are many tools
to assist in this process, such as Duval’s Triangle, Rogers Ratio, etc which are well known and
often described in detail in various literature, guidelines, standards. In spite of this,
continuous return on experience allows us to uncover more practical relationship between
DGA results and transformer condition.

In this presentation, we will share GE’s findings on two topics related to transformer DGA
assessment. The two topics are:

1)  Categorizing Transformer Faults Utilizing the Carbon Oxide Ratio

While DGA is a reliable tool for general transformer temperature condition within the mineral
oil, identifying exactly where the overheating is taking place continues to remain relatively a
mystery for the most part. It is also noted that there have been some transformers which
have suffered a winding failure with no historical DGA evidence of overheating prior to
failure. This is not to say that overheating didn’t occur prior to failure, but rather the last
laboratory sample collected did not reveal any overheating, and the problem seemed to
develop so quickly that the outage came as a surprise to all. 
It is the intent of this presentation to demonstrate a method utilizing the historical carbon
dioxide and carbon monoxide ratio to solve this puzzle and do it with greater accuracy than
previously believed possible. By trending the carbon oxide ratio, the user will be able to
qualify problems with heavy paper (such as a winding), light paper (such as a lead) and bare-
metal connections (such as a De-Energized Tap Changer).

2) On Load Tap Changers Dissolved Gas Analysis

Many utilities today employ dissolved gas analysis (DGA) as the diagnostic tool of choice as it
relates to the internal condition of the main tank of power transformers.  During this
process the on load tap changer (OLTC) often becomes overlooked as many continue to rely
solely on time-based maintenance.  While hot metal gasses are relatively known and
understood by the industry as they relate to the main tank of power transformers, the on
load tap changer continues to be problematic for many.  In this presentation a
comprehensive, simplified method for determining developing problems within an OLTC will be
provided, which includes overheating contacts, bandwidth issues, control relay problems and
breathing vs non-breathing OLTCs, as well as how a complementary program of DGA and
maintenance are most effective.  
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